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Chapter 1131 

The definition of Zeling is very clear. It belongs to a high-end luxury brand. 

The traffic in the new century does overwhelm Huixing, but those traffic is 

obviously not the customer group that Zeling is targeting. Huixing is different 

and has a lot of people VIP! 

… 

Within two days, Selena and Qiao Weilan negotiated in Huixing and finally 

signed the agency contract. 

And this agent is more powerful than Deng Kuan in the new century, and is 

one of Huixing’s shareholders! 

In the past few days, Qiao Weilan and Selena went back and forth between the 

imperial capital and H province to personally work on the opening of Zeling’s 

agency. This move made the shareholder of Huixing very fond of it. 

What Selena didn’t expect was that, the day before the opening, she would 

meet an old acquaintance at Huixing. 

Ming Fangfang… 

What made her even more surprised was not that she met Ming Fangfang in 

Q City, but that Ming Fangfang was followed by a man. The man was tall and 

handsome, and looked very young. He was carrying big bags and an ice cream 

in his hand. He greeted her warmly and attentively. 



“Miss Ning, long time no see! I didn’t expect to meet you here! I haven’t had 

time to thank you for what happened last time. Find a place to have dinner 

together?” Ming Fangfang looked at her and offered an invitation. 

Different from the hysteria and emaciation before, Ming Fangfang now exudes 

the tenderness of a woman all over her body, and her complexion is also very 

good. It seems that she has been doing well recently. 

“This is…” the man looked at Selena and asked. 

“Selena, I mentioned it to you.” 

“So you are Selena…” The man suddenly showed a kind expression, “That is 

indeed a treat. I wonder if Miss Ning is free?” 

Selena recovered from her astonishment, and replied briskly, “Success! Of 

course it would be nice if someone treats you!” 

In a nearby private restaurant. 

The man knew he was there, and it was inconvenient for them to talk, so he 

didn’t bother them, and left after delivering them, “Call me after eating, and I’ll 

pick you up.” 

Ming Fangfang: “Yes.” 

After the man left, Ming Fangfang leaned on the back of the chair, glanced at 

Selena, and casually asked, “Are you filming recently?” 

“The filming has already been completed. If there are no accidents, it will be 

released soon.” Selena replied. 

“Which director?” 

“Slumber.” 



“Coincidentally, my first film back then was to collaborate with Director 

Shen…” Ming Fangfang couldn’t help but sigh with emotion. 

Ming Fangfang played the heroine in Shen Mian’s second play “Love in the 

Future”. 

That play is still an insurmountable classic, and it also established Ming 

Fangfang’s position in the entertainment industry. 

It’s a pity that Ming Fangfang is a daughter of a thousand gold, and she 

entered the entertainment industry just for fun, and then she only acted in this 

one and got married. 

But even though she has quit the circle now, Yu Wei is still there, so after Hu 

Hongda’s derailment happened last time, so many people paid attention. 

After exchanging a few pleasantries, Ming Fangfang looked at Selena and said, 

“Is there anything you want to ask?” 

Selena was quite curious just now, but she didn’t want to ask too many 

questions. Since Ming Fangfang had voluntarily mentioned it, she asked, “Hey, 

senior, was that man just now…?” 

“My husband.” Ming Fangfang replied. The title of Senior Selena sounded 

good to Ming Fangfang. 

“Ah…” Selena originally wanted to ask her if she and Hu Hongda were 

divorced, but now it seemed that there was no need to ask. Not only was he 

divorced, but he had already remarried quickly. 
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No wonder it appeared in Q City, it turned out to be married! 

Selena immediately gave a thumbs up, “Handsome!” 



Ming Fangfang was amused by her reaction, “Really?” 

“Of course! To be honest, I was always worried that you would be soft-

hearted! It can be seen that you really love Hu Hongda. After all, you even 

forgave him when you knew he was cheating… But fortunately, a goddess is a 

goddess ! Kill decisively!” Selena clasped her fists. 

Ming Fangfang smiled wryly, “How can I speak so bluntly than you? I’m just 

too indecisive, so I’ve been dragging on for so many years… Even, if Fang Ya 

didn’t come to the door later and let me see their true colors, maybe, It’s really 

going to happen again!” 

“Fang Ya actually came to your door?” Selena could basically imagine what the 

scene was like at that time, “Although, I also think you should get a divorce… 

But, won’t it be too cheap for Fang Ya?” 

Ming Fangfang sneered, “It seems that you haven’t watched the news 

recently.” 

Selena blinked, spread her hands and said, “Are you talking about financial 

news? I only watch the entertainment section!” 

“Hu Hongda is bankrupt.” Ming Fangfang said. 

“Bankrupt…that Fangya…” Although Selena was a little surprised, it was 

expected. At that time, Daniel had already made New Century Real Estate 

almost to death, and they even forced Ming Fangfang away. Naturally, there is 

only a dead end left. 

“What do you think?” Ming Fangfang glanced at her. 

Selena frowned slightly, “Did she beat the child and then left quickly?” 

Hu Hongda went bankrupt, how could Fang Ya still follow him. 



These two people had a good plan, thinking that Ming Fangfang would 

compromise and save the company, and then they would continue to work 

together to enjoy the glory and wealth, but who knew that Ming Fangfang 

didn’t get what they wanted this time, and both of them were doing nothing. 

Nothing, nothing in the end. 

“Oh, the company went bankrupt, and after Fang Ya beat the child, Hu 

Hongda immediately came back to look for me…” 

Selena showed a worried look, “With his personality, he must be obsessed 

with you, and he doesn’t agree to divorce, right?” 

“You guessed it right.” 

“Then how did you get rid of him?” 

“What else can I do to deal with this kind of person? My family asked 

someone to beat him up, and I immediately became honest. Otherwise, would 

I still be reasonable with him?” 

Selena showed a happy expression, it seemed that Ming Fangfang had really 

let go, “Your current…doesn’t seem to treat you very well?” 

Mentioning the man just now, Ming Fangfang’s originally cold expression 

immediately softened a bit, “Well, he treats me…he is really good…he has liked 

me for many years, but I have never considered him because he is more I am 

five years younger. 

At that time, I thought he was young, I didn’t believe that he was serious, and I 

felt that a rich second generation like him was unreliable. I didn’t expect that 

he had been waiting for me for so many years. After knowing that I was 

divorced, he came to me immediately . 



At the beginning, I still couldn’t accept him because of my low self-esteem, 

and his family would never agree to let a divorced woman who is so much 

older than him enter the door…” 

Selena frowned, this was really tricky, “What happened next?” 

Ming Fangfang said, her expression became more gentle, “At that time, I told 

him directly that my physique was very difficult to conceive, and I might never 

have children in my life, so I wanted him to retreat… In the end, he took a 

medical certificate from the hospital Tell me, as it happens, he can’t have 

children either.” 
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Selena was dumbfounded, “That’s alright? Is it true… that he can’t have 

children?” 

Ming Fangfang touched her lower abdomen, “I’m pregnant, what do you 

think?” 

Selena’s face was filled with surprise, “Dmn! Really! You’re pregnant? 

Congratulations!” 

No need to ask, the man obviously lied to her. 

Seeing the girl’s sincere joy, Ming Fangfang was a little moved, “Thank you!” 

Mentioning this matter, Ming Fangfang was still a little shocked, “When I 

found out that I was pregnant, I was shocked and thought it was Hu Hongda’s. 

Tell the truth, and then take me to the hospital for a detailed examination, 

judging from the time, it really is his child, and then, his parents also agreed to 

our matter…” 

Selena was shocked when she heard it. 



Fortunately, fate will not treat kind people badly. She finally waited for the 

arrival of a little life, and finally achieved a positive result. 

“As for Fang Ya, I’m too lazy to ask how she is, but someone will always tell me 

that she was banned because of her bad reputation, and now she is going to 

make that kind of film…” When Fang Ya was mentioned again, Ming Fangfang 

His expression has calmed down a lot, as if he was just talking about a 

stranger. 

“I’m sorry, I misunderstood you and said those things to you. Now that I can’t 

drink, I will replace wine with tea. Let me toast you!” Ming Fangfang 

apologized to her solemnly. 

Apart from an apology, it’s more of a thank you. If Selena hadn’t exposed Hu 

Hongda’s lies, she wouldn’t be where she is today… 

Selena hurriedly returned a glass of respect, “You’re welcome, you didn’t know 

that at the time.” 

Ming Fangfang glanced at her with some concern, as if she wanted to say 

something, but in the end she only said, “I also wish you and that person… 

everything goes well.” 

“Thank you.” Selena was a little surprised, raised her eyebrows and said, “I 

thought you were going to persuade me not to jump into the flame.” 

Ming Fangfang smiled softly, “A man like Daniel, I’m afraid I wouldn’t be able 

to stop rushing, let alone a little girl like you! Besides, I can see that Daniel 

really likes you. Ever since I got pregnant, I just think… everything is possible in 

this world, isn’t it?” 

“Of course, I’ve always thought so!” 

After hearing such a positive story, Selena’s mood brightened a little. 



… 

After Ming Fangfang left, Selena returned to the hotel and prepared for the 

opening of the hotel the next day. 

Unexpectedly, I saw her again at the opening ceremony. 

“Ming Xiao…no, Mrs. Zhao?” 

“Come and take a look, aren’t you welcome?” Seeing Selena’s surprised 

expression, Ming Fangfang smiled. 

“Of course welcome, it’s just a little unexpected! You’re pregnant, is it okay?” 

When chatting with Ming Fangfang yesterday, Selena probably just casually 

mentioned the reason for coming to Q City and the opening of the business 

today. He would actually come to join us in person. 

“It’s just a few steps, what’s the problem? Don’t you all think I’m made of 

glass!” Ming Fangfang was probably often talked about by her husband at 

home, and she was annoyed when she heard this. 

But how could Selena dare to be negligent, she hastily supported the 

pregnant woman like a Lafayette. 

“Mrs. Zhao! Why are you here! You are welcome!” Even the person in charge 

of Huixing was flattered when he saw Ming Fangfang, and hurriedly came up 

to meet her. 

“Come here to cheer your friends on!” Ming Fangfang said casually. 
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Ming Fangfang is not only from a well-known family in the imperial capital, 

but her husband is also one of the best chaebol families in the local area. 

Unexpectedly, the boss of Zeling is friends with this wife. more important. 



“Mrs. Zhao, please come inside quickly! If I had known you were coming, I 

would have covered all the corners here, otherwise what would happen if we 

bumped into each other!” 

Who doesn’t know how much Mr. Zhao dotes on this wife! 

Selena was speechless when she heard it, yes, she is a flattering talent. 

Ming Fangfang stroked her forehead, “Did you see it? I am like this 

everywhere I go now! This kind of life will last for another seven months!” 

Selena chuckled, “Express sympathy!” 

When Selena said this, she probably never imagined that… one day, she 

herself would be the one who deserves the most sympathy… 

Not far away, Qiao Weilan and Han Momo saw Selena talking happily with 

Ming Fangfang, their eyes were full of surprise. 

Before, they were still worrying about not being able to invite suitable people 

to sit in Q city for the opening ceremony, but they didn’t expect Selena to 

invite the head wife of Zhao’s family in Q city. 

Not only is she famous in the entertainment circle, but she and her husband’s 

family are also celebrities, which fits Zeling’s positioning and requirements 

very well. 

Soon, it turned out that the effect of Ming Fangfang’s visit this time was even 

better than they had imagined. 

After Ming Fangfang became pregnant, she lived in seclusion and hadn’t 

appeared in front of the media for a long time. This time, the media in Q city 

flocked after hearing the news, and even attracted a large number of high-end 

die-hard fans of Ming Fangfang. It was only the first day of the opening. The 



agency store of Huixing Zeling was almost sold out, and the turnover on the 

first day was as high as several million! 

In contrast, the history agency store that opened yesterday seemed a little 

deserted. In two days, the sales had not yet reached a fraction of that of Zeling 

in Huixing. 

After Huixing’s opening ceremony was over, Selena purposely stayed for a few 

more days to see how Zeling’s stamina would be in Huixing. 

After a few days of observation, Huixing’s daily turnover is very impressive. 

Selena now admires Qiao Weilan’s decision-making. Compared with New 

Century, the high-end people in Huixing are many times larger, which gave 

Zeling an excellent start in Province H. 

As for Qiao Weilan and Han Momo, they felt that Selena was the real 

miraculous, who could give them unexpected surprises every time. Ming 

Fangfang’s support simply made Zeling’s reputation in H province even more 

powerful. 

Now, Deng Kuan in the new century is full of regrets. If he had known this 

earlier, he shouldn’t have regretted it in the first place! 

But there is no medicine for regret in the world, everything is a foregone 

conclusion… 

Soon, the news reached the imperial capital. When Susie found out about this, 

she became furious and scolded Qin Zifan severely. 

She never expected that not only did Zeling get the Huixing mall, but even 

Ming Fangfang went to join him. Huixing definitely doesn’t have such a big 

face, so the people from Zeling must have invited Ming Fangfang… … 

Dmn it! What the hell is going on recently! Nothing goes well! 



Susie was upset and irritable, took out the phone again, and said impatiently 

to the person on the other end, “How about the thing I asked you to do last 

time? Why hasn’t there been any results yet?” 

“What’s the hurry, I’ve already ticked it, waiting to close the Internet cafe.” On 

the other end of the phone, the man said unhurriedly. 
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Only then did Susie heave a sigh of relief, a hint of ruthlessness flashed in her 

eyes, “You can be more ruthless when you strike, it will be more realistic!” 

“Don’t worry, little girl, you don’t need to teach me this kind of thing! Don’t 

forget about my affairs!” The man lowered his voice. 

Susie’s tone was a little irritated, “Didn’t you say that you will find an 

opportunity to help you transport it in? There will be a batch of goods from 

Luocheng to the Imperial Capital next month! There will be no problem, you 

just need to take care of my matter Well, you can say anything!” 

… 

Imperial Capital, Platinum Imperial Palace. 

In the study room, Rick was lying in front of Papa’s desk, staring at him with 

big eyes without blinking, and asked for the sixteenth time today, “When will 

Ma Ma come back?” 

In the past few days, the conversation between Daniel and Rick basically went 

like this: 

“When will Mama come back?” 

“Why hasn’t Mama come back?” 



“Will Mama come back today?” 

“Will Mama come back tomorrow?” 

… 

Obviously, a son who can talk is more difficult to deal with than a son who 

can’t. 

In the past, they only attacked with their eyes, but now they also attack with 

their voices. 

Daniel frowned, closed the laptop in front of him, then tilted his head, looking 

at his son with a complicated expression. 

These days, Rick called her mother, grandpa, grandma, and second uncle. 

Although every time Rick talked to Saul, Saul was so angry that he went crazy, 

but he could see that Rick actually liked Saul very much, because he talked to 

him the most times, and basically he would reply every time. 

And he… 

So far, I haven’t heard Rick call him “Daddy”. 

Every time Little Treasure approached him, he would always talk or ask about 

Selena-related matters, other than that, he had nothing else to say. 

It’s impossible to say he didn’t care at all. 

“Little Treasure, come here, let’s chat.” Daniel waved to his son. 

Rick was looking forward to his mother’s return wholeheartedly, and he was 

not in the mood to chat, obviously not very interested. 



“You don’t want to call me?” So Daniel asked directly. 

Hearing Daniel’s words, Rick’s little face froze and froze. 

Sure enough, the kid really didn’t want to, that’s why he deliberately didn’t call 

him. 

“Why? Can you tell me about it?” Daniel asked in a soft tone as much as 

possible. 

However, the little guy’s face seemed even uglier. 

Even this time, he didn’t even want to talk to Daniel, and directly took out the 

writing pad that he hadn’t used for a long time. 

Although he is now expressing himself in words, the habit of carrying a tablet 

with him has not changed. 

Then, Daniel saw his son forcefully write three words on the clipboard: It’s all 

your fault 

Blame me? 

Daniel looked at these three words with a puzzled look on his face, “What do 

you mean?” 

Little bun’s eyes were full of grievances, and his little expression became even 

more sad and angry, and he continued to write: It’s all your fault, Rick was not 

born from mother’s belly! Little Treasure wants to be born from mother’s 

belly! 

The little guy held up the writing board with red eyes, his little expression was 

about to cry. 



He knew that although Aunt Selena had always been so kind to him, she was 

not his biological mother, nor the one who gave birth to him. 

Thinking of this, he was very angry with Papa! 

Why didn’t Papa give birth to him with Aunt Selena! 

After Daniel saw what his son said, he was stunned for a moment, and then he 

couldn’t laugh or cry. 
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The logic of this little guy… 

Of course he also wanted to have a child with Selena, but if it was his child 

with Selena, it wouldn’t be Little Treasure… 

However, Daniel couldn’t explain this to Rick. 

Or maybe, he didn’t need to explain at all. 

Rick also understood this in his heart. 

He was just angry, too angry, and too wronged, why couldn’t he be Aunt 

Selena’s own… 

In the study room, the atmosphere between the father and son was a little 

stagnant for a while. 

At this moment, Daniel’s phone rang. 

It was Selena who called. 

“Hey?” 



“Master Boss, miss me?” A girl’s cheerful voice came from the other end of the 

phone. Just by the tone, I knew that things should be going well there. 

“Think.” Never thought like this moment. Wife, if you don’t come back, my son 

will be in trouble. 

“Hey, I’m about to get on the plane, and I can arrive at the imperial capital 

tonight, but it’s already very late when I arrive, so don’t disturb your sleep, I’ll 

see you and Rick tomorrow morning.” 

“I’ll pick you up.” 

“Uh, I’m with Momo and Director Qiao. Do you want to scare them to death? 

I’ll just take a taxi back! Be good! By the way, is Rick asleep? If he hasn’t slept, 

let me tell him a few words ?” 

So, Daniel gave the phone to his impatient son beside him. 

“Mom…” When Rick heard Selena’s voice, his expression was so cute, he was 

completely different from the “angry little treasure” just now. 

… 

At the same time, late at night, an underground private casino. 

Zhuang Rongguang’s eyes were scarlet, staring at the cards in his hand, his 

palms started to sweat, and the people around him were also staring intently. 

Finally, the hole cards were revealed bit by bit. The moment they saw the hole 

card, the two friends next to Zhuang Rongguang were so excited that they 

jumped up first. Zhuang Rongguang immediately threw the cards in his hand-

“Straight Flush! Here’s the money!” Give money!!!” 

A bunch of chips were pushed over, and Zhuang Rongguang’s face was 

flushed with joy. 



He has already planned to travel around the world after graduation, but his 

family will definitely not agree to it, and will even impose economic sanctions 

on him. His sister’s attitude on this matter is also very firm, and she will 

definitely unify with the family Front will not give him a dime. 

Recently, he is trying to raise money, and a friend recommended him to come 

here to try his luck. 

Although he loves to play, he also knows that some things should not be 

touched. This time, he is really short of money, and he sees that several 

brothers have won a lot, so he came here to try. 

He didn’t dare to play big at first, but he didn’t expect to be very lucky today, 

and he had several million chips in front of him in a short while. 

Next, Zhuang Rongguang started three rounds in a row, and won every round. 

Originally, he must have raised enough money and was ready to leave, but 

seeing how lucky he was, he couldn’t bear it. continue playing… 

In a corner not far away, a square-faced man with arms crossed and dyed 

yellow hair showed a wretched smile, picked up his mobile phone and made a 

call, “The big fish is hooked, catch the net!” 

The yellow-haired man just hung up the phone, and not long after, a tall man 

with a thick gold chain around his neck quietly squeezed into the crowd and 

walked up to Zhuang Rongguang, “Hey! Little brother! I’ve been watching you 

for a long time, and you’re all I don’t believe that you are prosperous tonight, 

do you dare to come with me?” 

“Come on, I’m afraid of you!” 

… 
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An hour later, Zhuang Rongguang lost all the chips he won. 

The man wearing the gold chain laughed triumphantly, and pulled all the 

chips in front of him, “You boy, play with me, you are still young!” 

“One more game!” Zhuang Rongguang slammed the table with a gloomy face. 

“What are you doing! You lost so much that you lost all your pants! Go home 

and find your mother to drink milk!” the man hissed. 

As soon as the man finished speaking, there was a burst of laughter in the 

casino. 

At this moment, Zhuang Rongguang was so lost that he lost all his trousers. 

He took off all the famous brand clothes as collateral, and even lost the 

leather wallet his sister gave him on his birthday. 

Originally planned to earn some travel expenses, but who knew that he would 

lose everything. The most important thing is that he had won so much money, 

but he lost it all. During the ups and downs, the boy’s chest was heaving 

violently. Willingly, “Stop! Bet with me again! If I lose, I’ll give you an IOU!” 

The man wearing the gold chain laughed, “Hahahaha…Little brother, I’m not 

into IOUs! What I want to see is cash!” 

“Dmn it! How can I still owe that little money? Come or not! If I lose, I’ll send 

someone to send it to you immediately!” Zhuang Rongguang roared angrily. 

“Tsk… It seems that you are not reconciled if you don’t come to this round. 

Grandpa, I will play with you again!” The man returned to the gambling table. 

a moment later… 



Zhuang Rongguang sat down on the chair in a daze, “Impossible… Impossible! 

Come again!” 

The man with the golden chain showed a fierce expression when he heard the 

words, “Come on, please return the five million you owe to me first!” 

“I… I’ll give it to you later!” Zhuang Rongguang couldn’t help but change his 

face when he heard that he had lost five million without knowing it. 

“fcuk! You are playing tricks on me! You have already owed five games! You 

still owe it! Who are you as me? How dare you play tricks with me! Send 

money to me immediately! Otherwise…” 

Zhuang Rongguang wanted to talk at first, but several accomplices 

surrounded him immediately, all of them were vicious. 

Zhuang Rongguang’s back was drenched with sweat, and he hurriedly pulled 

at the two buddies beside him, “Do you have any money?” 

“We still have money there, I’ll give you everything I can get!” 

“That’s right, my watch is pressed out!” 

“Dmn! Then what should we do now, you insisted on bringing me here to 

play!” Zhuang Rongguang said frantically. 

“What did you say, Photon? Didn’t we kindly bring you here because you said 

you were short of money? Gambling means winning and losing, and luck is 

beyond our control!” 

“Stop talking nonsense to me, no matter what you think of, help me raise 

money!” 

“Five million, where can we raise it for you!” 



… 

“You guys, have you discussed it? If you can’t get any money, I’ll leave a hand 

for me!” The man with the golden chain looked at him gloomyly and shouted. 

There are too many such things in the casino, and other people either have an 

attitude of watching the show, or they don’t care about playing their own 

games. 

Zhuang Rongguang’s face turned pale immediately, “What’s the hurry, am I 

raising funds?” 

He carefully looked at those people, except for the man with the golden chain, 

the leader was a yellow-haired man with evil eyes, and the others were all 

covered with exaggerated tattoos and even scars, and they spoke obscenities, 

they looked like hooligans , but they are all unfamiliar, and there is an accent 

when they speak, and they look like foreigners. 
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In short, it’s not easy to mess with at first glance! 

At this moment, the two friends beside Zhuang Rongguang looked at each 

other, and one of them said, “Guangzi, why don’t you think so, Qiangzi and I 

will go out to raise money for you first, otherwise we won’t be able to just stay 

here.” Way to get money!” 

“That’s right! We raised money and sent it to you as soon as possible!” 

Zhuang Rongguang glanced at those menacing men, and could only agree, 

“Hurry up, you two!” 

“Yes yes yes…” The two ran out quickly. 



Then, Zhuang Rongguang was taken to an abandoned warehouse not far from 

the casino. 

After the group of people brought him over, they didn’t bother. They drank 

and played cards noisily there. Because they guarded the only exit, he had no 

chance to escape. 

At night, this place is gloomy, smells musty, and the place is remote. I’m afraid 

no one will know it even if you are killed here… 

Thinking of this, Zhuang Rongguang couldn’t help but feel a chill run down his 

spine. 

Normally, if he was really in a hurry, he would move the family out, but this 

time it was too much trouble, if his family found out, he would be finished! So 

I can only put my only hope on those two friends! 

But… as time passed by, the two of them remained silent for a long time, not 

even a phone call… 

“Hey, brat! Why don’t you come! Those two friends of yours won’t run away, 

right?” the man with golden chain kicked him and asked urgently. 

“Impossible! I’ll call them right away! Maybe they’re already on their way!” 

Zhuang Rongguang hurriedly called. 

As a result, the phone rang more than a dozen times and no one answered it. 

After it automatically hung up, Zhuang Rongguang continued to call, but this 

time it turned off directly. 

Zhuang Rongguang’s forehead was covered with cold sweat, and he tried to 

dial another person’s phone with shaking hands, but the phone was still 

turned off! 

“sh1t!” Zhuang Rongguang was so angry that he almost smashed his phone. 



When we were playing together, he didn’t pay for it. He even borrowed a car 

to help these two boys pick up girls, but when something happened, he went 

missing! 

“Really ran away?” 

“fcuk! Playing with us!” 

… 

The group of people were furious when they saw this. 

“Wait! Wait! They will definitely come back, they should be raising funds, five 

million is not a small amount, it will take some time!” Zhuang Rongguang said 

anxiously. 

However, this time, those people had lost their patience, “fcuk you! I think you 

won’t cry when you see the coffin! Just stamp this kid!” 

“You dare! Do you know who I am! My father is Zhuang Liaoyuan…” Under 

extreme fear, Zhuang Rongguang blurted out. 

When those people heard this, not only did they not have the slightest look of 

panic on their faces, but they laughed, “Hahahahaha…Zhuang Liaoyuan is your 

father! Then Zhuang Zongren is still my grandfather! You are still Zhuang 

Liaoyuan’s son with your useless appearance. ?I bother!” 

“You…you!” Zhuang Rongguang blushed with anger. 

“Stomp on me!” The golden chain man’s eyes were gloomy, and then the man 

with yellow hair came over with a sharp machete in his hand, and another 

person helped hold Zhuang Rongguang’s hand. 

These ra5cals! She really wanted to stamp his hand! 



Zhuang Rongguang was in the imperial capital. Basically, everyone in the circle 

knew him. No matter how big the trouble was, it would depend on the 

dealer’s face. No one really dared to do anything to him. This was the first 

time someone dared to do this to him. . 
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No matter how stupid he was, he was only eighteen years old after all. Zhuang 

Rongguang immediately trembled with fright, his face turned pale, and he 

struggled desperately, “Wait! Wait! Give me another chance! I’ll call someone 

to send money right away! It will definitely be delivered this time! I promise! I 

promise!” 

The golden chain man looked at Huang Mao at first, and then said, “Make it 

clear, what we want is cash!” 

“I got it! Got it!” 

While agreeing, Zhuang Rongguang called Travis tremblingly. 

“Hello, Rong Guang? Where are you so late? Why haven’t you come back?” 

Travis’s anxious and reproachful voice came from the other end of the phone. 

“Sister! Help me! Quickly bring five million to Dongsan Avenue, there is an 

abandoned warehouse here! Hurry up!” Zhuang Rongguang couldn’t care less 

about talking, and hurriedly shouted. 

“What’s going on! Tell me clearly!!!” Travis’s tone suddenly changed. 

“Sister! Don’t ask, just raise money and send it here!!! My life is in your hands!” 

“If you don’t make it clear, let me raise five million for you! Is five million a 

small amount? Did you send someone into the hospital again?” 



“No…not…” Looking at the group of people staring at him, Zhuang 

Rongguang could only bite the bullet and say, “I owe them five million 

gambling debts…” 

“Gambling debts!? Zhuang Rongguang, are you crazy!!! You dare to touch this 

kind of thing!” Travis screamed angrily from the other end of the phone. 

“Sister…sister, please keep your voice down! Please, sister! Save me! If you 

don’t come, they will cut off my hand! Please, sister! Ah…” Zhuang Rongguang 

was caught The person next to him was kicked and screamed miserably. 

“You…don’t touch him, I’ll send the money right away! Don’t touch him, did 

you hear me!” Travis shouted loudly. 

The man with the golden chain picked up Zhuang Rongguang’s cell phone 

and said to the person on the other end of the cell phone: “I’ll give you thirty 

minutes, if it takes more than one minute, I’ll stamp a finger on him!” 

After finishing speaking, he hung up the phone with a “snap”. 

The dealer, Travis looked at the hung up phone with an ugly face like never 

before. 

yellow! bet! poison! That is absolutely not allowed by the dealer, as long as it 

gets a little bit, Zhuang Liaoyuan can really kill him with a single shot! Grandpa 

has a heart attack and can’t get through the wind at all… 

Let alone call the police, if you call the police, the glory will be ruined… 

Fortunately, my father is not at home tonight… 

Travis had no choice but to collect the money overnight, and immediately 

rushed to the place the other party said to redeem him… 



Time passed by every minute and every second, Zhuang Rongguang seemed 

to be suffering in a frying pan. 

I don’t know if my sister can raise money to come here. She shouldn’t just 

ignore him, right? 

After all, he has been causing trouble for her and asking her to clean up the 

mess. She’s probably tired of him long ago… 

Thinking of those two friends who left him alone, Zhuang Rongguang became 

more and more afraid… 

“There are still three minutes!” Jin Liannan looked at the time on the phone 

and said. 

Huang Mao blew on the sharp knife in his hand, “Don’t worry, brother, I am 

very skilled. I will cut you down with one knife… I will keep you without any 

pain… The crossing is neat and tidy…” 

“Still… there are three minutes left! What’s the rush!” Zhuang Rongguang said 

with a trembling voice. 

The Jinlian man sneered, and continued to drink and spank with those 

accomplices. 

finally… 

Three minutes passed… 

Chapter 1140 

It was only three minutes, Zhuang Rongguang felt as if a whole century had 

passed. 



The yellow hair gave the tattooed man next to him a flair. The tattooed man 

put down the wine bottle in his hand, walked over unhurriedly, and pressed 

Zhuang Rongguang’s hand. 

Huang Mao spat on the edge of the knife, “Boy, the time is up, now it’s a 

finger! Tell me, which one should be cut first?” 

Huang Mao’s eyes swept over the boy’s ten fingers one by one like a 

poisonous snake. 

Zhuang Rongguang began to struggle like crazy, “Let me go, let me go! My 

father is Zhuang Liaoyuan, and my grandfather is Zhuang Zongren! If you dare 

to touch me, my family will never let you go!” 

“Hahahaha…Are you sure? Even if you are really Zhuang Liaoyuan’s son, you 

are nothing more than a waste anyway, so what does it matter if I destroy 

you? Maybe your family will appreciate my help in educating you! 

Little brother, if you really don’t understand, I’ll teach you. The Tao is not as 

easy as you think. If you don’t pay back the money you owe, you should pay 

the price. This is the same principle everywhere! Even if I go to the banker, 

then I am not afraid! If you want to make trouble, then I want to see who is 

more unlucky! “Huang Mao’s tone is completely confident. 

While speaking, the yellow-haired man had separated Zhuang Rongguang’s 

fingers and aimed the knife at his little finger. 

“Ah! Ahhh…” Zhuang Rongguang wailed heart-piercingly. 

“Stop!!!” At the same time, a girl roared from the warehouse door. 

Huang Mao first glanced at the girl at the door, and then impatiently patted 

Zhuang Rongguang’s face with the back of his knife, “What are you shouting 

for, I haven’t stomped yet! It’s a pustule that doesn’t grow!” 



Looking at his intact little finger, Zhuang Rongguang was so frightened that 

his nose burst into tears, and then he looked hopefully at the person at the 

door, as if looking at the last straw, “Sister… sister… help me!! !” 

He has always boasted that his friends are all over the world, and he calls 

others brothers and sisters all day long, but at this time… what he can ask for… 

who can help him at all costs… 

It turns out that there is only this sister who has always been annoyed by 

him… 

Zhuang Rongguang couldn’t tell what he felt in his heart… 

Travis stood at the door panting, seeing that the other party hadn’t come and 

remembered to do it, her face was full of shock, and she looked at Zhuang 

Rongguang’s expression full of disappointment and anger. 

The yellow-haired eyes swept over Travis’s whole body like a sticky fly, and 

asked quietly, “Did you bring the money?” 

“Bring it here! Click it, five million, not a penny!” Travis threw a box in front of 

them. 

The man with the golden chain carried the suitcase over, and then threw it 

behind for his fellows to count. 

Several men gathered around and began to count the numbers. 

Due to the rush of time, Travis’s box contained cash, gold bars, and some 

jewelry, which must have been a lot anyway. 

After a while, one of them shouted, “Boss, no problem! This girl is honest!” 

“Can you release him now?” Travis asked coldly. 



“Of course!” Huang Mao winked, and the two accomplices immediately 

released Zhuang Rongguang. 

“Sister…” Zhuang Rongguang wiped away his snot and tears, and hurried 

towards Travis. 

Travis was filled with anger, but she knew that this was not a place to talk, so it 

was important to leave quickly. 

However, just as they were about to leave, the door was suddenly blocked by 

several people standing there. 

 


